
                                                                   
 
 
The completion of major investment of  Coveme in China 
 

PV backplane supplier Coveme has revealed in China this year completed a major 

investment for the expansion of its research and green manufacturing scale in China. 

Since the Chinese PV market becomes better and better, it not only attracts the domestic 

enterprises but also the foreign companies. 

 

Recently, the world’s leading supplier of photovoltaic backsheet ,Coveme revealed that in 

China, it has completed a major investment for the expansion of factories in China and the 

R&D lab’s scale. 

 

CEO of Coveme, Mr. Gianpaolo Fedrigo told the " Machinery & Electronics Busines" reporters, 

the cost of Coveme to expand the investment is around millions of dollars, the purpose is to 

support its rapid growth in customer volume, Asia and China to seize the current and future 

PV market in a substantial growth trend, as of providing the highest quality products and 

services. 

 

"We will expand productivity through investment, at the same time the product will be 

optimized, new product lines and cutting technology will ensure that we provide high-quality 

first-class backsheet. Plus additional technical center in China, will maximize our new 

research and development to meet customer needs. "the CEO said. 

 

It is reported that, in Coveme has got into the mension of the protective film for the PV 

modules (or “backsheet”), the history of the manufacturer has been nearly 20 years. 

Coveme produced its first piece of backsheet in Gorizia, the Italy plant, and put dyMat® as 

brand in the market. Today, as a global leader of the R&D and manufacturing the high-

performance backsheet, and the dyMat® backsheet becomes the world’s best-selling 

backsheet. 

 

In order to meet the needs of production and services of  the growing Asian PV market, 

Coveme has set up a manufacturing plant in China in 2011, which located in Zhangjiagang. 

Now the plant has achieved fully automated, and has all the equipment needed for clean 

production cycle. 

 

Further, since the product is used in polyester materials, to ensure the technical 

performance of products, it can be fully recycled after use of the product. 

 

In Coveme’s eye, the enterprises focus on environmental protection, it is not only reflected 

in what is produced, it is also reflected in how to produce. We believe that the 

implementation of the new investment will also take this into account. 

 

The sales director of Asia PV division, said “green technologies and green production 

progresses, people’s concern for the environment is also getting higher and higher. The 



Chinese government is now in the domestic large-scale guide innovation, as radiation 

foreign policy, we are actively committed to green production. 

Recycling and  the management of the green PV modules are currently concerned by world's 

industrial and environmental as great issues. Coveme believes that the large-scale 

shipments of the PV modules every year, the low energy consumption, low pollution, 

economically viable recyclable materials and recyclable components, will become extremely 

important in the future. 
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